Cancers exhibit a mutator phenotype: clinical implications.
Malignancies are characterized by mutations. We have hypothesized that the thousands of mutations in most human cancers do not result from the low mutation rates exhibited by normal human cells. Instead, cancer cells express a mutator phenotype (i.e., the mutation rate in the cancer cells is much greater than that in normal cells). We consider the following points: (a) Mutations in genes that govern genetic stability could be the cause of a mutator phenotype exhibited by human cancers. (b) A mutator phenotype increases the efficiency of acquiring mutations including those associated with cancer. (c) Recent experimental evidence indicates that human tumors contain a vast array of both clonal mutations and nonexpanded (random) mutations. (d) The presence of nonexpanded mutations in tumors has fundamental clinical implications for cancer risk assessment, grading, and prognosis including the rapid emergence of resistance to chemotherapeutic agents. Lastly, (e) if a mutator phenotype drives carcinogenesis, drugs that target mutator pathways might prevent cancer by delay.